All of life’s pleasures can be expressed in unique visual forms.
At Avasa, we celebrate those very forms through design. Here,
every corner has a function. Every tile contributes an interesting
twist to an engrossing story. And every thread has its role in the
grand picture called Your Living Experience.
Welcome to Avasa - a home to those who are independent,
refined and evolved.

ROOMS & RESERVATIONS
Avasa silver
Avasa platinum club
Avasa studio suite
Avasa gallery suite

IN THE PINK
Gymnasium
A business trip or a holiday is no longer a reason to skip your gym sessions. Now
enough talk, and let’s get back to your workout.
Spa
We know you’ve dreamt of resting your feet on the table all day. Allow us to give
you a much more enticing alternative.
Swimming Pool
The best place to get your body in shape. All the more better if you choose to let
it rest as you lounge by the pool side.

CORNER OFFICE
Bridge - Business Club Lounge
As you plan to transcend newer vistas in business, it helps to simply reflect at Bridge
on Level 5. With a drink in hand, and the bird’s eye view of the city.
Sky - Rooftop Bar
A lounge bar on work days, a party place in the weekends. The Sky on Level 11 is
here to take your tipple to greater highs.

WHIFF OF HEAVEN
At Avasa, we imbibe the essence of the culinary nuances from around the world.
Indulge your palate with some soul-tingling delicacies at our specialty restaurants.
Pi - All Day Dining
It is said that world moves around the plate. And at Pi, it’ll be centred around your
tastes. All day!
Ohm - Contemporary Asian Specialty
At kitchens around the world, there is no other culture that displays as much
versatility as the Asians. And at Ohm, the culinary creations vary from classical
Singaporean to contemporary Chinese. So prepare your taste buds for some
oriental craftsmanship.

BUSINESS AS USUAL
The Constellation is a ballroom that can seat up to 550 in a theatre arrangement.
It also doubles up as a stately hall.
The Vega is a 140-seater that’s designed for exclusivity.
The Nova is easily the most comfortable conference hall for a select group of
upto 100.
The Orion is a spacious boardroom for upto 25.
The Omni is a versatile venue for both, boardroom or classroom settings.
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